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All users can install and use the app, and they get five per cent bonus Karma points for doing so. Initially, only 50,000 users could get free Karma points. But that number will increase to 150,000 users before the end of the month, while the threshold for getting free Premium subscriptions will rise to 25,000. The

changes, unveiled on the official Reddit Android app's blog, are designed to prevent users from gaining unfair advantages by using the app's new in-app purchases. "It was our observation that users of the Redditor app were not doing the things that we expected them to do," said Alex Liao, Vice President and Product
Manager of the Reddit Android app, in a statement. "We have published the bonuses for users to make it less likely that a 'freemium' user gets any advantage over an 'nearly-paid' user. We've also reduced the number of points needed to unlock the Premium tier," he added. The changes are part of a "completely new

user experience" designed to make it more straightforward to download and use Reddit on a smartphone. Users can personalise the app and make their own home screen and app menu, or choose to keep the standard layout. They can select between different categories including Technology, Entertainment, and
Sports. Users also can post photos and videos, comment on posts, search for a particular post, and Like or Dislike posts. The app also lets them browse the front page of the website through an Inbox-like layout, and subscribe to particular subreddits. Like rival apps such as Reddit Lite by SocialFlow, Reddit Rider by

Jonghyun Kim and Readme by Eko Software, the Reddit Android app is a free download that gets additional premium features only after a certain threshold of users pay for the app. Unlike some rival apps, it comes with a large collection of filters that make the content more digestible.“
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